This resolution adopted by BOARS calls on the University to continue the process of undergraduate application data verification and extend it to all applicants.

Whereas:

1. The University is committed to a high degree of integrity in the admissions process;
2. The University’s application review process relies heavily on self-reported information;
3. Falsification is the basis for a denial or revocation of admission to all UC campuses, regardless of whether the misrepresented data are used in an admissions decision at a particular campus;
4. The University has conducted a verification process on a random sample of admission applications beginning with fall 2003 applicants;
5. Campuses maintain local procedures for verifying application information prior to enrollment; such procedures are predominately about transcript verification.

Be it Resolved that:

1. UC must continue to verify self-reported information provided in the application;
2. No applicant is exempt from the possibility of being drawn for the random sample;
3. All applicants including freshmen, transfers, U.S. citizens, U.S. permanent residents, and non-U.S. citizens are included in the Universitywide verification program.